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Trade deficit hits new high
US took in more than
$89.3 billion in goods
than it exported in 2018
By JIM TANKERSLEY
AND ANA SWANSON
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — America’s trade deficit in goods with
the rest of the world rose to its
highest level in history last year
as the United States imported a

record number of products, including from China, widening
the deficit to $891.3 billion and
delivering a setback to President Donald Trump’s goal of
narrowing that gap.
The increase was driven by
some factors outside Trump’s
control, like a global economic slowdown and the relative
strength of the U.S. dollar, both
of which weakened overseas
demand for American goods.
But the widening gap was

also exacerbated by Trump’s
$1.5 trillion tax cut, which has
been largely financed by government borrowing, and the
trade war he escalated last year.
It is a case of textbook economics catching up with some
of Trump’s unorthodox economic policies. Economists have
long warned that Trump’s tax
cuts would ultimately exacerbate a trade deficit he has vowed
to reduce, as Americans, flush
with extra cash, bought more

imported goods.
His trade war with Beijing
also widened the gap: Stiff tariffs on Chinese goods helped
slow China’s economy, crimping American exports, which
declined nearly 50 percent in
December from the same month
a year before.
“All countries run trade deficits whenever they consume
more than they produce,” said
Kimberly Clausing, an economist at Reed College in Oregon.

INFRASTRUCTURE » Inmate crews working to stabilize slopes that could
slide onto Sonoma County thoroughfares; numerous homes red-tagged

$25M damage to roads

“And when we borrow to finance tax cuts, like we did with
the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, we
make these imbalances worse.”
The trade deficit is the difference between how much a
country sells to its trading partners and how much it buys. It
generally includes both goods
and services, though Trump has
focused almost exclusively on
the deficit in goods. He has long
TURN TO DEFICIT » PAGE A8
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Plan to
protect
renters
stalled
Relocation ordinance to
charge landlords
in evictions postponed
By KEVIN FIXLER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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Wes Parmeter takes a break Tuesday from running an excavator as he helps to clear Stewarts Point Skaggs Springs Road, buried under 20 feet of
mud and trees near Annapolis in northwest Sonoma County.
By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A

state prison crew that fights
wildfires in the summer was
detailed Wednesday to a waterlogged Russian River hillside, one front
in a widespread effort to repair the multi
million-dollar damage done to Sonoma
County roads by last week’s storm.
Eleven inmates from Delta Camp in
Solano County, wearing bright yellow rain
jackets and orange pants, cut a
450-foot ditch along one edge of Westside
Avenue near Forestville, where an unstable slope posed a threat to the one-lane
road, the only way in and out for about
TURN TO ROADS » PAGE A2

A Cal Fire Department of Corrections inmate crew
clears mud and
debris Wednesday
from Westside
Avenue in Hacienda between Forestville and Rio Nido.
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recovery efforts at
pressdemocrat.com

Healdsburg has for now hit
pause on a potential plan to
charge landlords thousands of
dollars in fees if they remove
tenants without justification, or
choose to update an apartment
without providing alternative
housing.
The City Council scrapped a
proposed urgency ordinance on
Monday that would have immediately required property owners to provide renters displaced
from multi-unit complexes with
a relocation assistance payment
on their way out the door. The
decision came only two weeks
after the five-member body
unanimously directed its staff
to develop the ordinance at the
insistence of community advocates who have been outspoken
the past month about preserving the city’s limited affordable
housing stock.
The ordinance would have
ordered landlords to pay as
much as $7,000 to departing tenants who lived in the rental for
at least a year, so long as they
hadn’t violated their lease and
were asked to leave through no
fault of their own. It would have
exempted single-family homes,
granny units and duplexes
where an owner occupies one of
the units.
Vice Mayor Leah Gold and
Councilman Shaun McCaffery
continued to support the proposal at the Monday meeting
and Councilman Joe Naujokas
said he was still open to the
idea of backing it, while Mayor
David Hagele and CouncilwomTURN TO RENTERS » PAGE A2

Users’ privacy new focus, Facebook says
‘DIGITAL LIVING ROOM’ » Founder hopes to change
nature of social media away from public postings
By MIKE ISAAC
NEW YORK TIMES

SAN FRANCISCO — Social
networking has long been predicated on people sharing their
status updates, photos and messages with the world. Now Mark
Zuckerberg, chief executive of
Facebook, plans to start shifting
people toward private conversations and away from public
broadcasting.
Zuckerberg, who runs Face-

book, Instagram, WhatsApp and
Messenger, on Wednesday expressed his intentions to change
the essential nature of social
media. Instead of encouraging
public posts, he said, he would
focus on private and encrypted communications, in which
users message mostly smaller
groups of people they know. Unlike publicly shared posts that
are kept as users’ permanent
records, the communications
could also be deleted after a cer-

for social communicatain period of time.
tion aligned with the
He said Facebook
direction people inwould achieve the shift
creasingly care about:
partly by integrating
messaging each other
Instagram, WhatsApp
privately,” Zuckerberg
and Messenger so that
said in an interview
users worldwide could
Wednesday. In a blog
easily message one anpost, he added that as
other across the netMark
he thought about the
works. In effect, he said,
Zuckerberg
future of the internet, “I
Facebook would change
from being a digital town square believe a privacy-focused comto creating a type of “digital liv- munications platform will being room,” where people could come even more important than
expect their discussions to be today’s open platforms.”
Facebook’s plan — in which
intimate, ephemeral and secure
from outsiders.
“We’re building a foundation
TURN TO FACEBOOK » PAGE A8
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